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CLASSIFICATION OF STARS (The Hertzsprung - Russell Diagram)

The Hertzsprung - Russell (HR) Diagram
All normal stars are basically the same. They are created
in vast clouds of Hydrogen gas called a Nebula (pl.
Nebulae) these make up much of the mass of galaxies.
Eventually all stars die when they run out of their Hydrogen
fuel. The actual nature of any star is dictated by two
factors: its size (mass) and its age. Its age is defined by its
original mass (the amount of Hydrogen gas it contains).
Small stars consume their Hydrogen fuel slowly and last a
very long time (the very smallest Type ‘L’ stars may last for
a trillion years or more). Larger stars consume their fuel
faster and their ‘lives’ are shorter. Very large Giant Stars
are very greedy and consume their fuel supply in a very
short time. The very largest stars Type ‘O’ may last just a
few million years. Small stars are consequently relatively
cool but the more massive a star is, the hotter it will be.

The Hertzsprung - Russell Diagram, shown above, is used
to display the different classes of stars governed by their
size and subsequent luminosity (vertical scale) and their
surface temperature (horizontal scale). The diagonal
band from the top left to bottom right shows where stars,
in their normal and stable phase, are positioned. Colour is
an indication of the temperature of a star and the
temperature bands are shown along the bottom scale from
hot blue on the left to cooler red on the right.
Stars of different colours are designated a classification
letter in the sequence: T, L, M, K, G, F, A, B and O with ‘T’
the coolest and ‘O’ the hottest. Stars were originally given
temperature classification letters in the sequence A-B-C
however as our knowledge advanced the sequence was
corrected but the letter classification remained the same.
As stars age they become Red Giants and have to be
moved on the diagram. Similarly they need to be moved
when they become White Dwarfs. Continued next page.
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CLASSIFICATION OF STARS (continued from page 1)

HR Diagram modified to show the comparative sizes of stars
Stars are born in Stellar Nurseries within vast clouds
of gas (primarily Hydrogen) and dust called a Nebula
(pl. Nebulae). Gas atoms in a Nebula are drawn
together by their mutual gravity and form denser
regions that in turn pull even more gas towards them.
As these denser clumps grow the internal gravity pulls
the gas into a spherical shape much like a snowball
when it is squeezed together in our hands.
More and more gas is pulled in and the centre of the
sphere heats up to reach temperatures of millions of
degrees. Atoms of the Hydrogen gas are forced
together by the enormous pressure causing them to
fuse together and create a heavier Helium atom by a
process known as Nuclear Fusion. Some of the mass
of the fused atoms is converted into a flash of X-Rays
that heats the core of the newly formed star. This heat
is transferred to the rest of the new star and is
eventually radiated off the outer layer of the star as
visible light and light that is invisible to our eyes.
When stars first form they often produce powerful
ultraviolet radiation that soon blows away the left over
gas surrounding the developing star. The young star
may also develop powerful jets of energetic particles
from its poles. After a youthful period of hyperactivity
the young star will mature and calm down to enjoy a
long middle and old age as what is known as a Main
Sequence Star. A star like our Sun will spend the vast
majority of its life as a Main Sequence Star. This
period of our Sun’s life will last about 10 billion years.
Our Sun is a typical star in many ways and is known
as a Yellow Dwarf.
This does not mean it is
particularly small it is just that there are some types of
star that are much bigger. Our Sun appears slightly
yellow because the hot gas on the visible surface
emits this wave length of light. The temperature of the
gas in the photosphere is at about 5778ºK. Gas
heated to this temperature will shine white hot with a
slight yellow tinge. Hotter gas will appear pure white,
even hotter stars will appear blue and the very hottest
may even appear slightly green to our eyes.

Stars cooler than our Sun will look more yellow through to
orange and if much cooler can appear distinctly red.
Classifying stars is mainly based on the mass of the star
but not exclusively. The modified HR Diagram above
shows the comparative diameters of stars that have been
position in their place on the diagram. Generally ‘normal’
stars that are more massive will be hotter.

Chart showing the classification and colour of stars
Brown Dwarfs Type Y, are a bit of an anomaly because
they are almost invisible and therefore extremely difficult
to find. They are commonly referred to as ‘failed stars’.
Very little is known about this class of ‘failed’ star because
they are so difficult to study. They are generally thought
to have too little mass for Nuclear Fusion to be fully
sustained. They may be able to produce a small amount
of internal heating but produce virtually no visible light.
They might be considered to be the smallest of all
‘NORMAL’ stars but if they are found close to a larger star
they could be classed as a large planet. They are very
cool for a star with a surface temperature lower than
700ºK. These stars may live (figuratively speaking) for
many trillions of years. They range in size from about 7
times the mass of Jupiter and up to where they will merge
with the T Class Dark Red Dwarf Stars.
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Purple Dwarfs Type T stars are the coolest of all the
true stars and are so cool they appear a deep red or
purple. The colour of a star is produced by the
temperature of its outer layers that radiate energy away
from the star. In the case of these small stars they have
a surface temperature of 700ºK to 1300ºK.
To explain this we can compare the process of the the
star radiating heat to that of an electric heater. When
the electric heater is first switched on the heating bar
begins to warm up. Initially it will feel warm from the
radiated heat coming off the bar but it will not have
changed colour. As the temperature of the bar rises its
colour will change to a dull, dark red. Gradually the dark
red will appear to become lighter shades of red, then
orange and yellow. If we were able to increase the
temperature of the bar further it would begin to shine
white as it reaches the temperature of an electric light
filament. This same change can be seen on stars that
have hotter outer layers. The stars on the previous HR
Diagrams are coloured to indicate their temperature.

Blue / white Giants are massive stars from 3 to 17
solar masses and can be many thousands of times
brighter than our Sun these are classified as Type B
stars. They have a surface temperature that ranges
from 10000ºK to 33000ºK.

The range of sizes of Red Dwarf to Blue Giants
Blue/White Super Giant Stars are stars that are
between 17 and 100 times the mass of our Sun and
classified as Type O stars. They consume their
Hydrogen fuel at a ferocious rate and can be up to a
million times brighter than our Sun. Some can have a
surface temperature of over 50000ºK. These stars use
their Hydrogen fuel at a frantic rate and will explode as
a Supernova in just a few million years. This is why
they are so rare only 0.00001% of stars are in this class
because they are not around for very long.
So far we have considered those stars that appear on
the Main Sequence line on the HR Diagram. These
stars are those just living out the normal stable period of
their life. As stars grow old they begin to change
dramatically and eventually die. As their characteristics
change they are moved to different parts of the HR
diagram.
The smallest stars Types T, L and M develop so slowly
that they may never use up their Hydrogen fuel supply
but all other classes will eventually die.
Red Giant Stars form from stars in classes K, G and F
that are reaching the end of their fuel supply. These
stars have a relatively gentle final period that can be
both spectacular and beautiful. As these stars begin to
age, the Helium that has been produced as a byproduct of the Nuclear Fusion process will have
accumulated in the star’s core.
The zone where Nuclear Fusion of Hydrogen takes
place will be at the outer edge of the accumulated
Helium inner core. As the outer mass of Hydrogen is
converted into more Helium the Helium core grows and
the Nuclear Fusion Zone moves outwards. With less
mass bearing down on the Nuclear Fusion Zone the
outer part of the star is pushed outwards and the star
will grow into a Red Giant. As the star expands the
heat from the core is spread over an ever increasing
surface area over which the available heat is
distributed. With less heat per unit of area the surface
temperature falls and becomes redder. Its position on
the HR diagram will then be moved above the Main
Sequence and into the area of Giants.
When all the available fuel is used up the Red Giant will
slowly collapse under its own gravity to become a
White Dwarf Star. On reaching this stable phase the
star will be compressed to about the size of our planet
Earth but will be very dense and have a temperature of

Diagram showing examples of the sizes of small stars
Red Dwarfs Type L and M have surface temperatures
of 1300ºK to 3700ºK and may also live for trillions of
years. These stars have a mass of around 0.1 to 0.5 of
the mass of our Sun. One of our closest neighbours
Alpha Centuri ‘C’ called Proxima is a red dwarf but is not
observable from the UK or northern latitudes.
Orange Dwarfs have a mass of around 0.5 and up to
about 0.8 of the mass of our Sun and are classified as
Type K. Red and Orange Dwarf stars Types L, M and K
are thought to be the most abundant stars (over 85%)
in the Universe but they are amongst the most difficult to
find and observe because they are so small and faint.
Yellow Dwarfs include our Sun and have a mass from
about 0.8 of the Sun and up to about 1.5 times and are
classified as Type G and F. They have a surface
temperature of 5200ºK to 7500ºK. The temperature of
the photosphere (shining surface) of our Sun is 5778ºK.
The actual dividing line between the classes is not clear
as star types can overlap within certain limits of mass.
There is not a White Dwarf class as this name is given
to completely different class of collapsed and very
dense star that we will discuss later.
Sub-giants Type A are the group having a mass of 1.5
to 3 times more than our Sun and range in temperature
from 7500ºK up to 10000ºK. These appear pure white.
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30,000ºK or more. As this phase is reached the star will
be moved back down through the Main Sequence line
and into the area of White Dwarfs below. The outer
regions drift off to develop into a Planetary Nebula.

The main elements created in the core are in sequence:
Helium, Nitrogen, Carbon, Neon, Magnesium, Oxygen,
Silicon, Nickel and finally Iron. Un-fused Hydrogen
outside the core and Iron in the centre of the core.
These Giant stars are so violent in nature that they
become unstable so they pulsate and vary in
brightness. With Nuclear Fusion creating heavier
elements, each elementary phase produces its own
energy from the process. As each heavier element is
produced the overall energy output of the star
increases. This increases the outward thrust from the
radiation which overpowers the inward force of gravity.
The outer layers of the star are pushed outwards and
the star expands to become a Red Supergiant.
The Super Giant star will change its position on the HR
diagram and be moved above the Main Sequence and
into the area of Red Super-giants to the upper right. As
the Iron in the core builds up the star becomes more
unstable because the production of the Iron does not
produce any additional energy. At some point the
Nuclear Fusion Process will breakdown and stop.
Without the radiation energy pushing outwards the force
of gravity causes the core to collapse inwards. As the
outer layers hurtle in and on to the collapsed core the
pressure and temperature increase very rapidly. The
huge increase in pressure and temperature causes a
massive runaway Nuclear Fusion explosion to tear
through the collapsing star. The massive star is torn
apart in a gigantic Supernova explosion.
In the Supernova explosion the outer parts of the star
are blown away into space. The core is compressed by
the explosion and is driven inwards until it is crushed to
the size of a White Dwarf. This can have a maximum
mass of 1.4 times the mass of our Sun. At this point the
core will offer some resistance to further compression.
The maximum size and mass of a White Dwarf is
dictated by its Electron Degeneracy Pressure. This is
the force acting between its atoms that stops it
collapsing further. However if the collapsing core has a
mass greater than 1.4 times the mass of our Sun the
Electron Degenerate Pressure will be overcome. The
core will continue to collapse down to a diameter of
about 10 kilometers. The collapse will be halted at this
size if its Mass does not exceed three times the mass of
our Sun and a Neutron Star will be formed.
Neutron Stars are small but extremely dense stars that
have been formed by the compression of core of a giant
star in a supernova explosion. The core collapses
through the White Dwarf phase but is halted by a force
called the Neutron Degenerate Pressure when the core
reaches a diameter of 10 kilometers and has a
maximum mass of three times that of our Sun. At this
point all the protons of the original atoms are converted
into Neutrons. Neutron Stars spin very fast and have
polar jets so are sometimes called Pulsars.
Stellar Black Holes are created when a Super Giant
Star of more than 30 Solar masses is destroyed in a
huge explosion called a Hyper-Nova. They spin very
fast due to the conservation of angular momentum from
the original star. If the core mass exceeds the upper
limit for a Neutron Star (3 Solar masses) the Neutron
Degeneration Pressure will be overcome. The collapse
of a Neutron Star will produce a Stellar Black Hole.
This is very small but extremely massive.

The size of a White Dwarf compared to Earth
Some of the larger Type F stars are able to Fuse some
of the Helium in their core to produce Nitrogen and
Carbon. Being heavier Carbon accumulates in the
centre of the core. Some of the Carbon will also appear
in the upper layers and atmosphere of these stars that
are then called Carbon Rich Stars.
Giants and Super Giant Stars, Types B and O meet
their end in a much more dramatic way. With mass
greater than 4 or 5 Suns they have much more gravity
to compress and heat the atoms in their core. The core
will have so much heat and pressure that the Helium
also begins to fuse into heavier and heavier elements.
Each stage of fusing will create additional energy which
will push the outer layers out against the force of gravity.
The star will develop into a Super Hot Giant. It will then
be moved up above the Main Sequence line on the HR
Diagram into the Giants or Super Giants area.

The sequence in which elements build up in the core
The most massive stars will naturally have very high
pressure at their core due to the enormous gravity
pulling the mass of the star towards the core. This
produces extremely high temperatures due to the
compression of the core.
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CONSTELLATIONS (mapping the night sky)

Chart showing the Constellations in view at about 10 o’clock
Mapping the night sky is actually rather difficult as there
are only the stars to use as reference features and stars
all look quite similar. The only difference to the untrained
eye is that some stars appear brighter than others. So
that is the bad news but the good news is our brains have
a fortunate attribute to help us. We as humans have the
ability to group multiple objects into groups and patterns.
With our unaided eyes (astronomers call ‘naked eyes’)
we can see a total of about 6000 stars in a good dark sky.
The brighter stars do seem to form (sometimes indistinct)
groups and patterns in the night sky. From ancient times
these patterns have been recognised by different cultures
around the world and given special names. The names
have traditionally been taken from characters in
mythological stories and are often very old. In 1922, the
International Astronomical Union (IAU) standardised the
constellation names and adopted the modern list of 88
universally recognized constellations.

Early star charts were often illustrated by artists to
produce beautiful documents to represent the night sky.
Artists drew and coloured the constellation images to
make them look beautiful. The problem was that each
artist produced their own interpretation of what the figure
should look like. Sometimes they would even move the
stars on the chart to make them fit their interpretation of
the illustration they had created. This was not what the
astronomers wanted to find their way around the sky so
they moved away from artistic charts and on to
scientifically based charts.
Astronomers adopted a ‘stick figure’ illustration for the
constellations using a ‘dot-to-dot’ method to join the
brightest stars and produce an easy to recognize shape.
The ‘stick figures’ are shown on the chart above with
artistic figures superimposed. The chart on the last
page of this magazine shows the same view as above
but with just the ‘stick figures’ shown.
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Listed below are the 88 constellations standardized by
the International Astronomical Union (IAU) in 1922. The
common English name for the constellation is also listed.
Those shown in bold print are the main constellations of the
northern hemisphere. Those shown highlighted red are the
constellations through which the Ecliptic (Zodiac) passes.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.

Andromeda
Antlia
Apus
Aquarius
Aquila
Ara
Aries
Auriga
Boötes
Caelum
Camelopardalis
Cancer
Canes Venatici
Canis Major
Canis Minor
Capricornus
Carina
Cassiopeia
Centaurus
Cepheus
Cetus
Chamaeleon
Circinus
Columba
Coma Berenices
Corona Australis
Corona Borealis
Corvus
Crater
Crux
Cygnus
Delphinus
Dorado
Draco
Equuleus
Eridanus
Fornax
Gemini
Grus
Hercules
Horologium
Hydra
Hydrus
Indus
Lacerta
Leo
Leo Minor
Lepus
Libra
Lupus
Lynx
Lyra
Mensa
Microscopium
Monoceros
Musca
Norma
Octans

the Chained Maiden
the Air Pump
the Bird of Paradise
the Water Carrier
the Eagle
the Altar
the Ram
the Charioteer
the Herdsman
the Chisel
the Giraffe
the Crab
the Hunting Dogs
the Big Dog
the Small Dog
the Sea Goat
the Keel of the Argo Navis
the Queen
the Centaur
the King
the Whale
the Chameleon
the Compass
the Dove
Berenice’s Hair
the Southern Crown
the Northern Crown
the Raven
the Cup
the Southern Cross
the Swan
the Dolphin
the Dolphin
the Dragon
the Little Horse
the Celestial River
the Furnace
the Twins
the Crane
the Strong Man
the Pendulum Clock
the Water Serpent
the Water Snake
the Indian
the Lizard
the Lion
the Little Lion
the Hare
the Scales
the Wolf
the Lynx
the Harp
the Table Mountain
the Microscope
the Unicorn
the Fly
the Level
the Octant

59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.

Ophiuchus
the Serpent Holder
Orion
the Great Hunter
Pavo
the Peacock
Pegasus
the Winged Horse
Perseus
the Greek Hero
Phoenix
the Firebird
Pictor
the Painter’s Easel
Pisces
the Fishes
Piscis Austrinus the Southern Fish
Puppis
the Stern of the Argo Navis
Pyxis
the Compass of Argo Navis
Reticulum
the Reticle
Sagitta
the Arrow
Sagittarius
the Archer
Scorpius
the Scorpion
Sculptor
the Sculptor’s Tool
Scutum
the Shield
Serpens
the Serpent
Sextans
the Sextant
Taurus
the Bull
Telescopium
the Telescope
Triangulum
the Triangle
Triangulum Australe
the Southern Triangle
Tucana
the Toucan
Ursa Major
the Big Bear
Ursa Minor
the Small Bear
Vela
the Sails of the Argo Navis
Virgo
the Young Maiden
Volans
the Flying Fish
Vulpecula
the Little Fox

The image below shows the typical modern chart
representation of the constellation of Leo (the Lion).
Leo is prominent in the evening sky at this time of year.
On this image the internationally recognised stick
figure is shown and the constellation name is in the
‘Astronomical’ terminology eg ‘Leo’. The ‘Common
Name’ may also be shown in its English (UK) form as
‘the Lion’. Also shown below are the internationally
recognised boundary and an example of a pictorial
illustration of the Lion. These are shown on the chart
but are not normally used when observing.

The constellation of Leo (the Lion)
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Constellations are how we find our way around the night
sky so there follows a few examples showing some of
the well known constellations. They are shown with their
conventional Stick Figure shape and the accepted border
enclosing the area of sky encompassed by the
constellation.

The constellation of Boӧtes (the Herdsman)
The constellation of Boӧtes only has one object to look out
for and this is the brightest star in the constellation called
Arctaurus. It is a beautiful bright Red Giant Star that does
look distinctly orange even to the naked eye. It is 25
times the diameter of our Sun and 115 times brighter. To
use an example of star classifications (see pages 1 to 3) it
is a Class K2 star and is located 36.7 light years away.

Ursa Major (the Great Bear)
Ursa Major is one of the best known and easily
recognised constellations. It is also known as ‘the
Plough’ or the ‘Big Dipper’ to the Americans. In fact it
does resemble a saucepan more than anything else and
is very easily recognised as a saucepan in the sky. At
this time of year it is almost directly overhead as can be
seen by the location of the ‘Zenith’ (the point directly
overhead) on the chart above.
Being so easy to find and because it is ‘circumpolar’ and
always in our night sky, it is a good place to start
exploring the night sky. The two stars of the ‘pan’
opposite the ‘saucepan handle’ can be used to find
Polaris the Pole Star (or North Star) in Ursa Minor. By
following an imaginary line off the end of the handle will
show the way to Arctaurus the bright star in Boӧtes.

Jupiter in the constellation of Libra (the Scales)
The constellation of Libra is close to the southern horizon
and does not have much of interest to find. However it
does have one special point of interest this year because
the planet Jupiter is located within its boundaries. Jupiter
is actually easier to locate than the rest of Libra whose
stars are fairly faint. Jupiter has an orbital period of nearly
12 years so next year it will appear to have moved 30°
further to the east (360°12°) and will not be in Libra.
Jupiter rises over the eastern horizon at about 20:00 (8
o’clock) and will be due south at about 01:00 BST. On the
chart above the Ecliptic (Zodiac) is shown as a brown line
diagonally across the centre of the chart. This is the
imaginary line along which the Sun, Moon and planets
appear to move across the sky. The constellations that
the Ecliptic passes through are called the constellations of
the Zodiac or in Astrology the ‘Signs of the Zodiac’.

The constellation of Ursa Minor
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CONSTELLATION OF THE MONTH – HERCULES

The constellation of Hercules (the Strong Man)
The constellation of Hercules is moving into view in the late
evening sky from the east see the chart on page 9 for a
wider view of the sky. Hercules is not a prominent
constellation especially when viewed from a light polluted
area but it is worth searching out particularity if a telescope
is available. It can be located by following an imaginary line
from the ‘pan handle’ of Ursa Major (the Great Bear) to the
bright orange star Arctaurus in the constellation of Boӧtes on
the right of the chart above. Hercules is located to the east
(left) of Boӧtes. Further to the east of Boӧtes is the Summer
Triangle that is just coming into view.
The most interesting object to see is Messier 13 (M13) the
beautiful Globular Cluster. Using binoculars a small smudge
of light can be seen in the western vertical side of the central
square of Hercules. (The square is called ‘the Keystone’
because it resembles the centre stone of an arch.)

Using a telescope a beautiful ball of stars can be seen, this
is an object called a Globular Cluster. These are thought to
be the dense cores of small galaxies that have ventured too
close to our Giant Spiral Galaxy that we call the Milky Way.
The outer stars of these small galaxies have been stripped
away by the powerful gravitational force of the Milky Way.
Stars in the dense core have resisted the pull of the Milky
Way. The tightly bound stars in the core are close enough
to each other to resist the pull from the Milky Way.
There is another Globular Cluster called Messier 92 (M92) in
Hercules. It is further away from us than M13 and therefore
appears smaller and fainter. These two clusters are about
the same size and both contain about a million stars.
Although M13 looks bigger and brighter M92 is more
compact and appears neater and has a tighter ball of stars.
It does however require a larger telescope to see well.

Messier 13 (M13) the Globular Cluster in Hercules

Messier 92 (M92) another Globular Cluster in Hercules
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THE NIGHT SKY - MAY 2018

The night Sky May 2018 at 22:00 BST
The constellation of Boӧtes does not have anything
interesting to search out but the bright star Arctaurus is
very beautiful. It is a Red Giant and appears distinctly
orange to the naked eye and even more so when using
binoculars or a telescope. Boӧtes is also a good point to
use to find other constellations like Hercules. Hercules is
to the east (left) of Boӧtes and is the constellation of the
month, see page 8.
By following the ‘Pointers’ in Ursa Major down they point
the way to the constellation of Leo (the Lion). The stick
figure of Leo does actually look a little like a lion. The
bright star Regulus in Leo sits right on the Ecliptic and is
often seen close to the Moon and sometimes the planets
as they appear to move along the ecliptic.
To the west (right) of Leo is the faint and rather indistinct
constellation of Cancer (the Crab). The asterism (shape)
of Cancer looks quite uninteresting. However the Open
Cluster Messier 44 (M44) ‘Praesepe’ or the ‘Beehive
Cluster’ looks beautiful using binoculars and looks like a
swarm of bees around an old style straw bee hive.
The constellation of Gemini (the Twins) and the twin stars
Pollux and Castor are easy to find in the west along the
Ecliptic past Cancer. There is a lovely Messier Open
Cluster M35 in Gemini just off the end of the line of stars
emanating from the bright star Castor. Castor is a double
star when seen through a telescope.
To the east of Leo in the quite indistinct constellation of
Virgo. It does have one fairly bright star called Spica. It is
classified as a Class B1 Giant but is in fact a very close
binary star. The two stars are very close and orbit the
common centre of gravity every four Earth days. Their
gravity pulling on each other has made them ‘egg’ shaped.

The chart above shows the night sky looking south at about
22:00 BST on 15th May. West is to the right and east to the
left. The point in the sky directly overhead is known as the
Zenith and is shown at the upper centre of the chart. The
curved brown line across the sky at the bottom is the
Ecliptic or Zodiac. This is the imaginary line along which
the Sun, Moon and planets appear to move across the sky.
The constellations through which the ecliptic passes are
known as the constellations of the ‘Zodiac’.
Constellations through which the ecliptic passes this month
are: Gemini (the Twins), Cancer (the Crab), Leo (the Lion),
Virgo (the Virgin), Libra (the Scales) and Sagittarius (the
Goat) just appearing over the South Eastern horizon.
This month the planet Jupiter is in the constellation of Libra
and is very easy to find later in the evening.
Ursa Major is almost directly overhead as can be seen by
the location of the ‘Zenith’ (the point directly overhead) on
the chart above. It is one of the best known and easily
recognised constellations. It is also known as ‘the Plough’
or the ‘Big Dipper’ to the Americans. It does actually
resemble a saucepan more than anything else and is very
easily recognised as a saucepan in the sky.
Ursa Major is very easy to find and because it is
‘circumpolar’ (never sets below the horizon) it is always
somewhere in our night sky. As it is so easy to find it is a
good place to start exploring the night sky. The two stars of
the ‘pan’ opposite the ‘saucepan handle’ (known as the
Pointers) can be used to find Polaris the Pole Star (or North
Star) in Ursa Minor. Just follow the ‘Pointers’ up out of the
pan to find Polaris. By following an imaginary line off the
end of the saucepan handle will show the way to Arctaurus
the bright red star (it looks more orange) in Boӧtes.
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THE SOLAR SYSTEM MAY 2018
MERCURY rises at 03:30 but it will be very difficult to see in
the brightening pre-dawn sky.
VENUS is now higher in the west at sunset and is very
bright at magnitude -3.9. The telescopic view is not very
good because Venus is on the opposite side of the Sun and
appearing small. It will become larger but narrower over
the next few months. It still requires a Moon filter to reduce
the dazzling and sparkling effect and improve the
appearance while it is low in the sky. See the chart below.

Venus in the west at 20:45
MARS will rise in the south east at 01:30, following Saturn
but will be lost in the brightening sky by 04:30. See the
Saturn chart in the next column. The Red Planet is
appearing larger at 14.5 arc-seconds in diameter but will
brighten to magnitude -1.0. Mars is low and in the turbulent
air but is starting to look larger. The surface markings are
just starting to become visible.
JUPITER is now a good late evening and early morning
object. It rises over the eastern horizon at about 20:00 and
will be observable in the south east from 21:30. A pair of
binoculars will reveal the four brightest of Jupiter’s moons,
Io, Europa, Ganymede and Callisto. A small telescope will
allow the moons to be seen very clearly.

Jupiter at 22:00 BST on 15th May
Jupiter will be at opposition at midnight on 9th May (01:00
BST). This means it will due south when the Sun is due
north (but below the horizon). Jupiter will be at its very best
position for observing at this time. Jupiter’s inner moon Io
will also be transiting the planet. It will be interesting to
watch the transit with a telescope because the shadow of Io
will be directly behind Io and only just be visible on Jupiter.

Mars , Saturn and Jupiter at 02:00 BST on 15th April
SATURN will be visible in the early morning sky close to the
south eastern horizon. The ringed planet rises at about
midnight this month, this about 4 hours before the Sun.
The view of Saturn will not be good this year as it will be
close to the horizon. It is observable in the south east from
01:30 until the sky begins to brighten at about 04:30 which
is about half an hour before sunrise.
URANUS will not be observable this month as it is too close
to the Sun after its conjunction with the Sun last month.
NEPTUNE will not be easy to see this month as it rises over
the south eastern horizon at 02:00 so it will be in the
brightening sky before the Sun rises at 04:00. See the
Mercury chart in the previous column.

THE SUN
There were a few small sunspots visible during April but the
main active phase of the Solar Cycle is now over.
The Sun rises at 05:30 at the beginning of the month and at
04:50 by the end of the month. It will be setting at 20:20 at
the beginning and 21:05 at the end of the month.

THE MOON PHASES IN MAY

Last Quarter will be on 8th May
New Moon will be on 15th May
First Quarter will be on 22nd May
Full Moon will be on 29th May
The thin crescent of the New Moon should be visible in the
west after sunset on the 18th May and will be a good target
for binoculars or a small telescope.
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THE NIGHT SKY THIS MONTH

The chart above shows the whole night sky as it appears on 15th May at 22:00 (10 o’clock) British Summer Time (BST).
As Earth orbits the Sun and we look out into space each night the stars will appear to have moved across the sky by a
small amount. Every month Earth moves one twelfth of its circuit around the Sun, this amounts to 30 degrees each month.
There are about 30 days in each month so each night the stars appear to move about 1 degree. The sky will therefore
appear the same as shown on the chart above at 11 o’clock BST at the beginning of the month and at 9 o’clock BST at the
end of the month. The stars also appear to move 15º (360º divided by 24) each hour from east to west, due to the Earth
rotating once every 24 hours.
The centre of the chart will be the position in the sky directly overhead, marked on the chart as the Zenith (in red). First we
need to find some familiar objects so we can get our bearings. The Pole Star Polaris can be easily found by first finding
the familiar shape of the Great Bear ‘Ursa Major’ that is also sometimes called the Plough or even the Big Dipper by the
Americans. Ursa Major is visible throughout the year from Britain and is always quite easy to find. This month it is almost
directly overhead. Look for the distinctive saucepan shape, four stars forming the bowl and three stars forming the handle.
Follow an imaginary line, up from the two stars in the bowl furthest from the handle. These will point the way to Polaris
which will be to the north of overhead at about 50º above the northern horizon. Polaris is the only moderately bright star in
a fairly empty patch of sky. When you have found Polaris turn completely around and you will be facing south. To use this
chart, position yourself looking south and hold the chart above your eyes.
Planets observable in the evening sky: Venus and Jupiter. Mars and Saturn will be in the early morning sky.
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